Adamantinoma of Tibial Shaft
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ABSTRACT

Adamantinoma is an extremely rare primary bony neoplasm. Because of its malignant nature, accurate and early diagnosis is very important. On the other hand adamantinoma mimics many benign conditions, so it is doubly important to establish correct tissue diagnosis to avoid radical surgery with morbidities.

Because of its rarity, diagnosing adamantinoma still remains difficult, even if when it occurs in classical sites. We report a case of adamantinoma of tibial shaft diaphysis in a 23 year male. In this case, because of classic clinic-radiological features, we were suspecting adamantinoma from very beginning but final diagnosis was delayed for nine months.
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INTRODUCTION

Adamantinoma is a rare bony tumor comprising only 0.1%-0.5% of a primary bone tumors.1 The tumor occurs almost exclusively in the long bones and tibia alone accounts for more than 80% of cases, diaphysis being the most affected with the age range from 12 to 57 years. Diagnosis is based upon clinical and radiological features and has to be confirmed by histopathology.2,3 The histopathology has a multitude of variations not only among patients but also among different areas of same tumor making it further difficult to diagnose, requiring multiple biopsies.4,5 Although clinical, radiological and pathological features are well established in text books, it still remains one of the difficult tumors to diagnose.
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CASE REPORT

A 23 year male reported with chief complaints of pain and swelling anterior aspect of right leg for last nine months. Pain was continuous in nature, aggravated by activities and relieved by rest. There was a bony hard immobile swelling of about 4 cm X 5 cm over the anterior aspect of right leg. The overlying skin was warmer but not adherent to underlying structures there were no sinuses, scar marks or venous engorgements. Plain X-ray showed an expansile multicystic lesion at the diaphysis without any periosteal reactions (Figure 1 A). With differential diagnosis of adamantinoma, fibrous dysplasia and osteomyelitis a core needle biopsy was performed. The histopathological impression of the biopsy was fibrous dysplasia. As the clinico-radiological diagnosis did not match the histopathological one, the patient was advised for regular follow up.

Over a period of six months, patient continued to have pain with slight increase in size of swelling. Comparison of series of X-rays (Figure 1 A and B) showed progression of the lesion. New lesions had appeared and previous lesions had become larger and more defined. With this change in clinico-radiological features, a bone scan was planned. Bone scan showed hot spot at the affected side virtually ruling out the diagnosis of FD (Figure 2). In view of all features favoring adamantinoma, except the histopathological report, biopsy was repeated. Meticulous observation of the histology slides revealed very few clusters of epithelial cells in an osteofibrous stroma which was diagnostic of adamantinoma (Figure 3). After nine months of his first presentation to the hospital, a definitive diagnosis of adamantinoma of right tibial diaphysis was made. Patient had undergone wide resection of the tumor.
and put on Ilizarov ring fixator for bone transport to fill the gap created by wide resection.

**DISCUSSION**

Adamantinoma is riddled with many controversies, starting with its name and origin to behavior and its managements.10-16 Now its malignant nature has been established and 15% - 20% of these tumors have been reported to metastasize to lung or regional lymph nodes.17 Its marginal resection has ended up with 90% recurrence rate.18 In view of its malignant nature and as it mimics many benign conditions which do not require any surgical intervention at all or may require minimal interventions, it is essential to establish a histopathological diagnosis before undertaking radical surgery with higher morbidities.

The patient was 23 year old (its peak incidence is in 2nd decade), complained of pain (pain is the main symptom) with history of trauma (approximately 60% of patients with adamantinoma have a history of trauma).1 Gradual swelling with deformity of the affected limb, limping and increase in the pain with activity are common symptoms which were present there in our patient, but are not specific for adamantinoma.

Conventional radiograph can reveal enough clues to diagnose a lesion as adamantinoma and remain the gold standard of radiological diagnosis. The diaphyseal lesion, mainly of tibia which is eccentrically located, well circumscribed, slightly expansile, multilocular with intervening reactive sclerosis giving rise to “soap-bubble” appearance are characteristic features. Sometimes cortical thinning without periosteal reaction and bowing of tibia may be seen.19 All these features were present in X-ray of our patient which made us stick to the diagnosis of adamantinoma even though it was not supported by histopathology initially.

In contrast to similar benign lesions adamantinoma shows rather faster progression both clinically and radiologically.7 So, it is essential to have a close follow up. We followed up our patient in three months interval and in his second follow up we could see the radiological progression of the lesion which prompted us for bone scan and repeat biopsy.

The pathological diagnosis of adamantinoma is difficult not only because of its rarity but also because of ill developed histological features and marked variations in appearance of tumor.20 Though, baseloid, spindle cell, tubular and squamous pattern of adamantinoma have been described, a mixture of several pattern is observed in each case.20 Variation in appearance of adamantinoma is present not only among patients but also among different areas of tumor, requiring multiple biopsies to get a representative sample.6 In our case also we performed two biopsies to confirm adamantinoma histopathologically.

A critical analysis of this case revealed that a duly filled histopathological requisition form preferably by the treating surgeon and a preoperative discussion with pathologist would have decreased the time to arrive at final diagnosis.

A combined effort of clinicians, radiologists and pathologists is necessary to diagnose rare tumor like adamantinoma. If clinic radiological features are suggestive of a particular tumor but not supported by histopathology a close follow up and repeat biopsy should be undertaken, especially when suspecting a malignant tumor.
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